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"Ilyana certainly is long-lived . . . maybe I should ask her if she knows some
way to cure my . . . my problems down there . "

"Ugh . . . At least warn us when you are going to think about such things,"
Celsius said, visibly displeased . "The next time, I will cover my ears . "

"That kind of thing is normal for a man to worry about, Celsius," Undine
said . "That is a delicate subject for males of most species, after all . "

Leon couldn't help but wonder why Undine was trying to sound so
knowledgeable about the subject when he probably spent hundreds of years
living underwater and only receiving visitors now and then . Regardless, Leon
decided to keep that question to himself since he and Ilyana were the only
sentient beings on that planet . That kind of question would make him very

uncomfortable . In that regard, Leon was an old-fashioned idiot .

"You returned faster than I thought," Ilyana said . "Do you want to learn Volt's
fragment location?"

"No, I just came to say hi and said that I succeeded," Leon said . "Hi . . . I
succeeded . "



"I see . . . " Ilyana frowned .
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"So awkward . . . " Undine giggled .

Leon felt embarrassed after that, but he used Transfer and left the castle
before he could show that . It has been a long time since Leon felt like
that . . . it almost looked like he returned to his college and high-school
days . In a way, it was a good sign . That showed that Leon was still human
despite everything . . . but it was annoying because Leon felt weakened .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Undine's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylph's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius' Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Gnome's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Although Leon wanted to level up his other skills, he only leveled up his
summoning skills . All because he noticed that the power of his spirits was
increasing very slowly .

"Do you guys know when you will become as powerful as before?" Leon
asked .

"We will only equal the same power we had before when our level reaches the

same level we had before," Celsius explained .



"I didn't use Appraisal in any of you," Leon said . "So, I don't know your

previous level . Your current level and the level of my skill to materialize you
guys are the same, right?"

"I see . . . " Leon nodded .

Leon understood that explanation faster than he thought . Even though
Celsius was unfriendly, she was good at explaining things, it seems .
Regardless, Leon learned that the spirits would only recover their strength
once they reach that level . However, Leon started to wonder about what
would happen once they reach the max level .

"So, your powers are defined by the level of the skill," Leon said . "Is there
any other way for you guys to become stronger after reaching the max level?"

"If you find other fragments and they accept to cooperate with you, then we
will become stronger," Celsius answered . "You misunderstand some things .
A max level lesser fragment of a spirit is five times weaker than a max level
intermediate fire spirit . "

Leon nodded, it looked like the difference between the great fragments, and
the intermediate ones were also something like that . It was kind of surprising
that the original spirit could be so much stronger than the intermediate ones .
Regardless, Leon asked Celsius to use an Ice Arrow and confirmed that it was

much more powerful than his own . . . even though he had Ice Blessing and
Cryomancy .

Leon also asked Efreet to shoot a Fireball, and the power of that was around
six times stronger and faster than the power of Leon's lesser spirit . Anyway,
Leon would have to be patient, but it looked like things were going on the



right path since Celsius's presence alone created a thin layer of ice below
her .

After leveling up the spirits for one week, Leon decided to resume his work
and find the last one hoping that the next Volt would agree to work with him,
unlike the last one . However, it looked like things wouldn't go as planned
again . When Leon went to talk with Ilyana, he saw that she had stopped

creating her elementals, and unlike usual, her eyes were open, but she wasn't
looking at anything . She was focusing on her hearing . It was clear that
something was happening, so Leon just waited for her .

" . . . It looks like soon the human camp where your sister and niece are will
be attacked by another race, the demi-minotaurs," Ilyana said, showing a
complicated expression on her face . "It will be a massive attack, and your
people won't have any chances of defeating them . "

Leon was speechless . Leon easily could imagine how those demi-minotaurs
looked like . They were possibly similar to the warriors that once lived on the
underworld of Miebos . Strong physically and possibly even have a decent
pool of mana, but even without that, Leon couldn't imagine his family and
friends surviving . They had stronger bodies, but their minds returned to the
point where they lived ordinary lives . They weren't fighting to survive . They
were fighting just to live another day . . . they would be decimated .

Ilyana certainly is long-lived . . . maybe I should ask her if she knows some
way to cure my . . . my problems down there .

Ugh . . . At least warn us when you are going to think about such things,
Celsius said, visibly displeased . The next time, I will cover my ears .



That kind of thing is normal for a man to worry about, Celsius, Undine said .
That is a delicate subject for males of most species, after all .

Leon couldnt help but wonder why Undine was trying to sound so
knowledgeable about the subject when he probably spent hundreds of years
living underwater and only receiving visitors now and then . Regardless, Leon
decided to keep that question to himself since he and Ilyana were the only
sentient beings on that planet . That kind of question would make him very

uncomfortable . In that regard, Leon was an old-fashioned idiot .

You returned faster than I thought, Ilyana said . Do you want to learn Volts

fragment location?

No, I just came to say hi and said that I succeeded, Leon said . Hi . . . I
succeeded .

I see . . . Ilyana frowned .

So awkward . . . Undine giggled .

Leon felt embarrassed after that, but he used Transfer and left the castle
before he could show that . It has been a long time since Leon felt like
that . . . it almost looked like he returned to his college and high-school
days . In a way, it was a good sign . That showed that Leon was still human
despite everything . . . but it was annoying because Leon felt weakened .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Undines Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylphs Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Gnomes Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Leon wanted to level up his other skills, he only leveled up his
summoning skills . All because he noticed that the power of his spirits was
increasing very slowly .

Do you guys know when you will become as powerful as before? Leon

asked .

We will only equal the same power we had before when our level reaches the
same level we had before, Celsius explained .



I didnt use Appraisal in any of you, Leon said . So, I dont know your

previous level . Your current level and the level of my skill to materialize you
guys are the same, right?

I see . . . Leon nodded .

Leon understood that explanation faster than he thought . Even though
Celsius was unfriendly, she was good at explaining things, it seems .
Regardless, Leon learned that the spirits would only recover their strength
once they reach that level . However, Leon started to wonder about what
would happen once they reach the max level .

So, your powers are defined by the level of the skill, Leon said . Is there any
other way for you guys to become stronger after reaching the max level?

If you find other fragments and they accept to cooperate with you, then we
will become stronger, Celsius answered . You misunderstand some things . A
max level lesser fragment of a spirit is five times weaker than a max level
intermediate fire spirit .

Leon nodded, it looked like the difference between the great fragments, and
the intermediate ones were also something like that . It was kind of surprising
that the original spirit could be so much stronger than the intermediate ones .
Regardless, Leon asked Celsius to use an Ice Arrow and confirmed that it was

much more powerful than his own . . . even though he had Ice Blessing and
Cryomancy .

Leon also asked Efreet to shoot a Fireball, and the power of that was around
six times stronger and faster than the power of Leons lesser spirit . Anyway,



Leon would have to be patient, but it looked like things were going on the
right path since Celsiuss presence alone created a thin layer of ice below her .

After leveling up the spirits for one week, Leon decided to resume his work
and find the last one hoping that the next Volt would agree to work with him,
unlike the last one . However, it looked like things wouldnt go as planned
again . When Leon went to talk with Ilyana, he saw that she had stopped

creating her elementals, and unlike usual, her eyes were open, but she wasnt
looking at anything . She was focusing on her hearing . It was clear that
something was happening, so Leon just waited for her .

. . . It looks like soon the human camp where your sister and niece are will be
attacked by another race, the demi-minotaurs, Ilyana said, showing a
complicated expression on her face . It will be a massive attack, and your
people wont have any chances of defeating them .

Leon was speechless . Leon easily could imagine how those demi-minotaurs
looked like . They were possibly similar to the warriors that once lived on the
underworld of Miebos . Strong physically and possibly even have a decent
pool of mana, but even without that, Leon couldnt imagine his family and
friends surviving . They had stronger bodies, but their minds returned to the
point where they lived ordinary lives . They werent fighting to survive . They
were fighting just to live another day . . . they would be decimated .
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"Yes, as you can imagine, they are physically stronger than humans, and they
also have enough to use buffs and increase their status even further," Ilyana



explained . "Annihilating them in order to prevent other attacks is impossible,
but if you find a way to restore your mana in the middle of the battle, I think
you can stop them before humans suffer any casualties . "

Leon didn't know if that was good or bad news . Although he got stronger in
the previous months, he still was far from having enough power to stop an

entire civilization .

"If you want to, I can send my elementals to give a hand," Ilyana explained .
"I could also go, but that would make it more complicated for humans . "

"Why?" Leon frowned .

"I'm not the only one who is hunting," Ilyana explained . "Some harvesters are
hunting me too . I cast a spell on this world that prevents my presence from
being noticed, but the same thing won't happen on that planet . In the end, my
actions will make your friends become targets of even more harvesters . "
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"If you sent the elementals, won't be the same thing as revealing that?" Leon
asked . "No, I learned that skill when I came to this planet . You are the only
one who knows that I can create them . "

That would be disastrous, but Leon didn't want to ask for Ilyana's help,
anyway . He didn't even want to rely on her elementals . In the end, that was



also an opportunity to make everyone change their ways . Although the
humans of that hidden city lived a peaceful life, they would never have true
peace unless they obtain the power to protect themselves even from
harvesters .

In the end, Leon felt quite troubled . He wanted to make his family and
friends recover their fighting spirit, but he didn't want to risk their lives .
Saving them would only prevent his own feeling of loss . . . it wouldn't solve
the problem .

"What is the demi-minotaurs goal?" Leon asked .

"They probably noticed that things would only get harder from now on, so
they decided to fight another species that probably won't survive the next
stage of assimilation," Ilyana explained . "All in all, they are hunting sentient
races that had big numbers but aren't a real threat for them . They will use
them to grow stronger and increase the chances of survival . "
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Although that was quite a selfish way to act since it would cause the doom of
at least one-third of the human race, Leon couldn't complain . He decimated
two alien races, after all .

"How many demi-minotaurs appeared on that planet?" Leon asked .



"I'm not sure . . . I just heard them, after all . " Ilyana shrugged . "But they
have around two hundred thousand soldiers . . . the people living that in that
city equals four hundred thousand, but only fifty thousand of them can face a

demi-minotaur and survive . "

"I can see that you are anxious and thinking about many things," Ilyana said .
"I can give you a few magic items and tomes that will help with that . "
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"Sorry, but I'm going to refuse," Leon shook his head . "I decided that I won't
rely on external help again . Although you gave me information about the
spirits, that only saved me some time . "

"Are you sure?" Ilyana frowned . "Your decision might cause the death of
many, and even the death of those dear to you . "

"I will do my best in order to avoid that, but even it happens, it will only
prove that was my limit and that they chose the wrong path at some point,"
Leon said . "Anyway, I'm going . I will return as soon as I can . "

There wasn't a purple crystal that would lead to the hippogryph's world, so
Leon had to return to Earth . Although time passed ten times slowly on that
planet, Leon didn't waste time buying potions or collecting blue angel
leaves . He headed toward Earth, and once he arrived, he summoned Sylph .



"Sylph!" Leon said .

"You got it," Sylph said and then enveloped Leon in the wind and then made
him fly toward the hippogryph's dungeon while Leon was using Zen to

recover his mana .

However, after just a few minutes, Leon ran out of mana and was forced to
run and drain monsters' mana on the land . It took Leon a few hours to arrive

in the world where his family and part of his friends were . Fortunately, he
arrived on time and didn't see the demi-minotaurs in the distance .

"They are a sentient race . . . so they won't attack without strategy like usual
monsters attack . I guess I have a few hours . It shouldn't be enough for
Hector and Amanda to prepare their forces, but it is better than nothing . "

Once again, Leon killed the hippogryphs in the region, and then he dug a hole
until he found the glass that protected the city, and once Leon used Transfer,
he found the people moving around nervously .

"I guess they also noticed the enemies' approach . Although they lost their
fighting spirit, they didn't become stupid or lax regarding the security of their
city . "

Since they were already aware of the demi-minotaurs arrival and were
preparing for it, Leon decided to spend the time before the battle buying mana
potions . In the end, it was better for him to do his own things when necessary

instead of helping the survivors of that place and don't let them suffer the

result of their actions .



Yes, as you can imagine, they are physically stronger than humans, and they
also have enough to use buffs and increase their status even further, Ilyana
explained . Annihilating them in order to prevent other attacks is impossible,
but if you find a way to restore your mana in the middle of the battle, I think
you can stop them before humans suffer any casualties .

Leon didnt know if that was good or bad news . Although he got stronger in
the previous months, he still was far from having enough power to stop an

entire civilization .

If you want to, I can send my elementals to give a hand, Ilyana explained . I
could also go, but that would make it more complicated for humans .

Why? Leon frowned .

Im not the only one who is hunting, Ilyana explained . Some harvesters are
hunting me too . I cast a spell on this world that prevents my presence from
being noticed, but the same thing wont happen on that planet . In the end, my
actions will make your friends become targets of even more harvesters .

If you sent the elementals, wont be the same thing as revealing that? Leon

asked . No, I learned that skill when I came to this planet . You are the only
one who knows that I can create them .

That would be disastrous, but Leon didnt want to ask for Ilyanas help,
anyway . He didnt even want to rely on her elementals . In the end, that was
also an opportunity to make everyone change their ways . Although the
humans of that hidden city lived a peaceful life, they would never have true
peace unless they obtain the power to protect themselves even from
harvesters .



In the end, Leon felt quite troubled . He wanted to make his family and
friends recover their fighting spirit, but he didnt want to risk their lives .
Saving them would only prevent his own feeling of loss . . . it wouldnt solve
the problem .

What is the demi-minotaurs goal? Leon asked .

They probably noticed that things would only get harder from now on, so they
decided to fight another species that probably wont survive the next stage of
assimilation, Ilyana explained . All in all, they are hunting sentient races that
had big numbers but arent a real threat for them . They will use them to grow

stronger and increase the chances of survival .

Although that was quite a selfish way to act since it would cause the doom of
at least one-third of the human race, Leon couldnt complain . He decimated
two alien races, after all .

How many demi-minotaurs appeared on that planet? Leon asked .

Im not sure . . . I just heard them, after all . Ilyana shrugged . But they have
around two hundred thousand soldiers . . . the people living that in that city
equals four hundred thousand, but only fifty thousand of them can face a

demi-minotaur and survive .

I can see that you are anxious and thinking about many things, Ilyana said . I
can give you a few magic items and tomes that will help with that .

Sorry, but Im going to refuse, Leon shook his head . I decided that I wont rely
on external help again . Although you gave me information about the spirits,
that only saved me some time .



Are you sure? Ilyana frowned . Your decision might cause the death of many,
and even the death of those dear to you .

I will do my best in order to avoid that, but even it happens, it will only prove
that was my limit and that they chose the wrong path at some point, Leon
said . Anyway, Im going . I will return as soon as I can .

There wasnt a purple crystal that would lead to the hippogryphs world, so
Leon had to return to Earth . Although time passed ten times slowly on that
planet, Leon didnt waste time buying potions or collecting blue angel leaves .
He headed toward Earth, and once he arrived, he summoned Sylph .

Sylph! Leon said .

You got it, Sylph said and then enveloped Leon in the wind and then made
him fly toward the hippogryphs dungeon while Leon was using Zen to recover
his mana .

However, after just a few minutes, Leon ran out of mana and was forced to
run and drain monsters mana on the land . It took Leon a few hours to arrive

in the world where his family and part of his friends were . Fortunately, he
arrived on time and didnt see the demi-minotaurs in the distance .

They are a sentient race . . . so they wont attack without strategy like usual
monsters attack . I guess I have a few hours . It shouldnt be enough for Hector
and Amanda to prepare their forces, but it is better than nothing .

Once again, Leon killed the hippogryphs in the region, and then he dug a hole
until he found the glass that protected the city, and once Leon used Transfer,
he found the people moving around nervously .



I guess they also noticed the enemies approach . Although they lost their
fighting spirit, they didnt become stupid or lax regarding the security of their
city .

Since they were already aware of the demi-minotaurs arrival and were
preparing for it, Leon decided to spend the time before the battle buying mana
potions . In the end, it was better for him to do his own things when necessary

instead of helping the survivors of that place and dont let them suffer the
result of their actions .
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"I can't believe that you are considering using us like this," Celsius said,
visibly annoyed .

"I will repay the favor . . . somehow," Leon said .

Although Leon talked with his spirits like a lot, he had no idea what things
Celsius liked . Perhaps, she liked to complain, but that was something Leon
could only think when she was out of his head . As for the others, Efreet liked
to fight, and Undine liked to tease Leon . Meanwhile, Sylph and Gnome liked
to play .

"Just don't get used to this," Celsius said .

Leon made a mental note to be a few times more friendly with his spirits after
that . They were his friends, after all, and their help would definitely change



the tide of the battle . While Leon was buying potions, he was also creating
several massive containers of steel . All the spirits were helping Leon, but
Efreet couldn't do much alone using magic or even his body . . . his flames
quickly melted the bottles .

"Efreet, I think it will be a better idea if you keep the hippogryph's at bay,"
Leon said .
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"Hahaha! Now we are talking!" Efreet laughed . "I don't like wasting time
doing complex tasks like that!"

Although Efreet wasn't strong enough to fight them, Leon helped now and

then . Regardless, after a few hours, Leon noticed a group of soldiers
approaching, one of them was Hector .

"Hey, long time no see . . . " Hector said while looking at the containers of
steel and observing the mana potions moving around thanks to the help of ice,
wind, water, and earth . "I don't think it is a coincide that you returned after
such a long time, right?"

"Nope, I have come to help . . . to some extent," Leon said while he was still
buying mana potions non-stop .

"I thank you for that, but . . . what do you mean by that?" Hector frowned .
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"Given the circumstances, I don't have the right to judge your actions or
choices," Leon said . "However, considering the things I know, it is clear to
me that you guys are walking a dangerous path . Wishing for peace is good, I
also want that, but it is clear that none of us will have that until we get rid of
all monsters and troublesome enemies . Running away and hiding wasn't the
best choice you guys made . "

"I see . . . so, how are you going to proceed?" Hector asked .

"I will kill the demi-minotaurs as much as I can, but only after you guys
understand that the battle against monsters will never end," Leon answered .
"In the not so far future, some bastards will come to Earth and eventually this
planet to hunt down all humans . They will turn our planet into a living hell .
I'm going to protect it, but I'm not going to babysit anyone . "

" . . . I understand, it looks like you know a lot more than any of us," Hector
said after studying Leon for a while . "Well, I will thank you in advance for
doing what you are doing . . . If I survive, I hope that you will tell me more
about what you know . "

After raising his death flag, Hector and the two soldiers left the place . Leon
sighed, in the end, he didn't like his words . . . he sounded too preachy .
Regardless, Leon wondered how come Hector had time to talk to him at a

time like that, but soon, thousands of soldiers started to appear above the



underground city . They already had done their preparations, so Hector came
to see for what side Leon was going to fight .
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"I guess the battle will finally being . . . "

Since everyone worked hard, Leon spent twenty million coins and created
five containers full of mana liquid . He felt satisfied with that while he was
observing the wave of dust coming from the west .

"I didn't think they would send all their troops at once, but . . . I guess they
did it . "

It looked like the demi-minotaurs were also quite desperate, or perhaps they
didn't have much time left . . . either way, they had come to finish the battle
fast . Leon wondered if they couldn't abandon their planet and start over in
another place, but perhaps being sentient creatures, they still didn't change
their nature . . . of choosing to die fighting instead of running away to
survive .

"Sylph, I want you to use your wind and pour the mana liquid over me," Leon
said . "Efreet, you keep attacking the hippogryphs, and don't let them attack

me . "

"Okay!" Sylph said .



"Hahaha, alright!" Efreet said .

Gnome, Celsius, and Undine will attack once I command," Leon said .

"And when would that be?" Celsius asked .

"That will depend on the situation," Leon answered . "We will attack the

demi-minotaurs after we see the humans fighting hard to survive or when we
seem them getting massacred . "

Leon already tried once, playing hero didn't help him or anyone . If he tried
to save every single life, the humans wouldn't feel true despair again and
recover their fighting spirit . He wanted to save his planet and the human race,
but he wouldn't carry every single life on his back .

I cant believe that you are considering using us like this, Celsius said, visibly
annoyed .

I will repay the favor . . . somehow, Leon said .

Although Leon talked with his spirits like a lot, he had no idea what things
Celsius liked . Perhaps, she liked to complain, but that was something Leon
could only think when she was out of his head . As for the others, Efreet liked
to fight, and Undine liked to tease Leon . Meanwhile, Sylph and Gnome liked
to play .

Just dont get used to this, Celsius said .



Leon made a mental note to be a few times more friendly with his spirits after
that . They were his friends, after all, and their help would definitely change
the tide of the battle . While Leon was buying potions, he was also creating
several massive containers of steel . All the spirits were helping Leon, but
Efreet couldnt do much alone using magic or even his body . . . his flames
quickly melted the bottles .

Efreet, I think it will be a better idea if you keep the hippogryphs at bay, Leon
said .

Hahaha! Now we are talking! Efreet laughed . I dont like wasting time doing
complex tasks like that!

Although Efreet wasnt strong enough to fight them, Leon helped now and

then . Regardless, after a few hours, Leon noticed a group of soldiers
approaching, one of them was Hector .

Hey, long time no see . . . Hector said while looking at the containers of steel
and observing the mana potions moving around thanks to the help of ice,
wind, water, and earth . I dont think it is a coincide that you returned after
such a long time, right?

Nope, I have come to help . . . to some extent, Leon said while he was still
buying mana potions non-stop .

I thank you for that, but . . . what do you mean by that? Hector frowned .

Given the circumstances, I dont have the right to judge your actions or
choices, Leon said . However, considering the things I know, it is clear to me
that you guys are walking a dangerous path . Wishing for peace is good, I



also want that, but it is clear that none of us will have that until we get rid of
all monsters and troublesome enemies . Running away and hiding wasnt the
best choice you guys made .

I see . . . so, how are you going to proceed? Hector asked .

I will kill the demi-minotaurs as much as I can, but only after you guys
understand that the battle against monsters will never end, Leon answered . In
the not so far future, some bastards will come to Earth and eventually this
planet to hunt down all humans . They will turn our planet into a living hell .
Im going to protect it, but Im not going to babysit anyone .

. . . I understand, it looks like you know a lot more than any of us, Hector
said after studying Leon for a while . Well, I will thank you in advance for
doing what you are doing . . . If I survive, I hope that you will tell me more
about what you know .

After raising his death flag, Hector and the two soldiers left the place . Leon
sighed, in the end, he didnt like his words . . . he sounded too preachy .
Regardless, Leon wondered how come Hector had time to talk to him at a

time like that, but soon, thousands of soldiers started to appear above the
underground city . They already had done their preparations, so Hector came
to see for what side Leon was going to fight .

I guess the battle will finally being . . .

Since everyone worked hard, Leon spent twenty million coins and created
five containers full of mana liquid . He felt satisfied with that while he was
observing the wave of dust coming from the west .



I didnt think they would send all their troops at once, but . . . I guess they did
it .

It looked like the demi-minotaurs were also quite desperate, or perhaps they
didnt have much time left . . . either way, they had come to finish the battle
fast . Leon wondered if they couldnt abandon their planet and start over in
another place, but perhaps being sentient creatures, they still didnt change
their nature . . . of choosing to die fighting instead of running away to
survive .

Sylph, I want you to use your wind and pour the mana liquid over me, Leon
said . Efreet, you keep attacking the hippogryphs, and dont let them attack

me .

Okay! Sylph said .

Hahaha, alright! Efreet said .

Gnome, Celsius, and Undine will attack once I command, Leon said .

And when would that be? Celsius asked .

That will depend on the situation, Leon answered . We will attack the

demi-minotaurs after we see the humans fighting hard to survive or when we
seem them getting massacred .

Leon already tried once, playing hero didnt help him or anyone . If he tried to
save every single life, the humans wouldnt feel true despair again and recover



their fighting spirit . He wanted to save his planet and the human race, but he
wouldnt carry every single life on his back .

Novel Chapter 444

Chapter 444: 444

Leon was near the bottom of a mountain, but still could see the battle clearly
since he was only two kilometers away from it . It looked like the humans
planned to attack and decrease the demi-minotaurs with magic, but they got
caught by surprise . When the mages that were on the backline started to fire

their spells, dozens of human soldiers were flying around after being hit by
the monsters' charge .

"Shit . . . things turned south faster than I thought . "

Leon was worried . People were dying much sooner than he expected . He
didn't like to see fellow humans dying, but at that moment, he was more
concerned if Maya and Amanda were in a safe position and if his friends
would last long . Leon could see some arrows flying and hitting the massive
horde of demi-minotaurs . He also could see some soldiers flying and
attacking using several types of arrows and magic . . . but the number of
humans being throw around by the first line of monsters surpassed that .

"I can't wait any longer . . . shit . I just hope they learn the lesson after this .
" Leon bit his lips . "Celsius, Undine, Gnome! Now! Make sure not to wound
the humans . "



Celsius, Undine, and Gnome flew toward the battlefield, they would be fine
since they couldn't be seen by anyone aside from Leon . Regardless, he also
didn't waste time and shot Plasma Arrows toward the massive horde of
demi-minotaurs . Since the humans were being pushed back, he didn't have
to worry about hitting them by accident . Every second, Leon emptied his
mana, but Sylph worked hard and recovered it . In fact, using his wind alone,
he created a frequent stream of mana liquid that was falling over Leon .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon's skills were leveling up like crazy, but he paid no mind to it . He
wasn't fighting to obtain status points, he was fighting to keep his sister, niece,
and his friends alive .

Upon noticing the confusion in the middle of the monster army, the humans
started to like the battle and push the creatures a little more . Despite that,
they only managed to stop the advance of the first line of attackers . Although
things were going well, Leon noticed that he didn't even kill ten thousand
demi-minotaurs, while he had used one of his five steel containers .

"I guess this is the price of shooting dozens of Plasma Arrows every
second . . . They will last only for twenty more minutes, at this rate . I have
to end this before that happens . "

Congratulations! The skill Summon Undine's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylph's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius' Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Gnome's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The spirits were also leveling up quite fast, so perhaps Leon's worries would
soon disappear . However, ten minutes later, Leon noticed that that wouldn't
be the case . Despite having lost half of their forces, the demi-minotaurs were
still fighting fiercely . At some point, they decide to ignore the problems the



spirits were causing to them and focus solely on taking down as many humans
as they could with them .

"Why things can never go as planned . . . " Leon said and then sighed .

Leon didn't want that, but he ended making a few mithril spears . . . soon he
would run out of mana liquid, and he couldn't wait for his recovery solve
everything else . He didn't want to rely on tools, but he didn't have much of
a choice because his fellow humans were still dying at an astounding pace
even though he was killing dozens of demi-minotaurs every second .

Leon thought that things couldn't get worse, but it actually could . From the

backline, Leon saw a single demi-minotaur charging forward and even
knocking down his friends .When he reached the first human line of defense,
he ignored it and just passed and killed them as if he was a mad bull . The
creature was so powerful and fast that it stopped when it was above the
underground city, and by the look of it, the creature intended to destroy
everything downward until it reaches the city .

"So, that is the most powerful demi-minotaur . . . "

Leon couldn't see them clearly before because of the wave of dust the battle

created, but now he could the three meters tall humanoid creatures . As
expected, they had great physiques, and they also looked quite human .
However, their mouth was a bit larger, and they had two horns above their
ears . Amidst the human army, a single soldier stepped forward to stop the
beast . . . it was Hector and his red lance .

"That idiot . . . here I am trying not to play the hero, and then he appears at
such a convenient moment . "



Leon was near the bottom of a mountain, but still could see the battle clearly
since he was only two kilometers away from it . It looked like the humans
planned to attack and decrease the demi-minotaurs with magic, but they got
caught by surprise . When the mages that were on the backline started to fire

their spells, dozens of human soldiers were flying around after being hit by
the monsters charge .

Shit . . . things turned south faster than I thought .

Leon was worried . People were dying much sooner than he expected . He
didnt like to see fellow humans dying, but at that moment, he was more
concerned if Maya and Amanda were in a safe position and if his friends
would last long . Leon could see some arrows flying and hitting the massive
horde of demi-minotaurs . He also could see some soldiers flying and
attacking using several types of arrows and magic . . . but the number of
humans being throw around by the first line of monsters surpassed that .

I cant wait any longer . . . shit . I just hope they learn the lesson after this .
Leon bit his lips . Celsius, Undine, Gnome! Now! Make sure not to wound
the humans .

Celsius, Undine, and Gnome flew toward the battlefield, they would be fine
since they couldnt be seen by anyone aside from Leon . Regardless, he also
didnt waste time and shot Plasma Arrows toward the massive horde of
demi-minotaurs . Since the humans were being pushed back, he didnt have to
worry about hitting them by accident . Every second, Leon emptied his mana,
but Sylph worked hard and recovered it . In fact, using his wind alone, he
created a frequent stream of mana liquid that was falling over Leon .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leons skills were leveling up like crazy, but he paid no mind to it . He wasnt
fighting to obtain status points, he was fighting to keep his sister, niece, and
his friends alive .

Upon noticing the confusion in the middle of the monster army, the humans
started to like the battle and push the creatures a little more . Despite that,
they only managed to stop the advance of the first line of attackers . Although



things were going well, Leon noticed that he didnt even kill ten thousand
demi-minotaurs, while he had used one of his five steel containers .

I guess this is the price of shooting dozens of Plasma Arrows every
second . . . They will last only for twenty more minutes, at this rate . I have
to end this before that happens .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Undines Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylphs Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Gnomes Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



The spirits were also leveling up quite fast, so perhaps Leons worries would
soon disappear . However, ten minutes later, Leon noticed that that wouldnt
be the case . Despite having lost half of their forces, the demi-minotaurs were
still fighting fiercely . At some point, they decide to ignore the problems the
spirits were causing to them and focus solely on taking down as many humans
as they could with them .

Why things can never go as planned . . . Leon said and then sighed .

Leon didnt want that, but he ended making a few mithril spears . . . soon he
would run out of mana liquid, and he couldnt wait for his recovery solve
everything else . He didnt want to rely on tools, but he didnt have much of a
choice because his fellow humans were still dying at an astounding pace even
though he was killing dozens of demi-minotaurs every second .

Leon thought that things couldnt get worse, but it actually could . From the

backline, Leon saw a single demi-minotaur charging forward and even
knocking down his friends .When he reached the first human line of defense,
he ignored it and just passed and killed them as if he was a mad bull . The
creature was so powerful and fast that it stopped when it was above the
underground city, and by the look of it, the creature intended to destroy
everything downward until it reaches the city .

So, that is the most powerful demi-minotaur . . .

Leon couldnt see them clearly before because of the wave of dust the battle
created, but now he could the three meters tall humanoid creatures . As
expected, they had great physiques, and they also looked quite human .
However, their mouth was a bit larger, and they had two horns above their
ears . Amidst the human army, a single soldier stepped forward to stop the
beast . . . it was Hector and his red lance .



That idiot . . . here I am trying not to play the hero, and then he appears at
such a convenient moment .

Novel Chapter 445
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"I guess I need to use Haste and Electric Armor . . . I just hope that idiot isn't
trying to look cool in front of his daughter . . . or descendants . "

Leon activated both, and thanks to that, the speed of his mithril spears were
being created increased, but since his focus was on the battle, Leon didn't
notice the several errors he was making . But it couldn't be helped since
Hector's words echoed in his head . Although he was an idiot nine hundred
years ago, he was already respected by an entire city . It would be weird if he
didn't grow up a little bit more after such a long time .

While Leon was thinking about these things, the massive demi-minotaur
charged, but surprisingly, Hector stopped him while pressing the tip of his

lance on the creature's forehead . Despite that, his weapon only caused a
small scratch . Hector corrected his posture and then pulled back his right arm
and lance . The next moment, he moved both toward the enemy and shot a
concentrated Flamethrower, Leon decided to call that Fire Beam because it

looked exactly like that . The attack caused a massive explosion when it hit
the demi-minotaur, but Leon felt that it hadn't been enough . As expected,
when the dust disappeared, Leon saw the monster standing, and his arms
protected his vital organs .



"Those bastards sure are tough . . . only a few of them had pieces of armor,
but none of them have weapons . I thought they were supposed to use axes
since they were half-minotaurs . "

Some warriors approached Hector . He gave them the signal for them to fall

back . Either he wanted to keep his men alive and well, or he wants to hog all
the glory for himself . . . but Leon could only see him dying . It was quite a
common event, Leon saw that many times . . . in movies and cartoons .
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Leon couldn't use Appraisal from such distance, but he was pretty sure that
Hector didn't have enough mana to shot more than five of those Fire Beams .
Unfortunately, Leon couldn't imagine Hector killing that creature even if he
manages to hit the demi-minotaur left chest five times . Unless he gets a clean
hit on the head, the beast won't die .

"Efreet, what do you think?" Leon asked Efreet, who was flying a few meters

above him .

"That man already has Pyromancy . If I give him my blessing, he will win . "
Efreet answered .

As if the creature until had fought without using any buffs, the
demi-minotaur's body became red, and then the air around it started to
vibrate . That caught everyone by surprise, even Leon . However, the next
moment, something even more surprising happened . The demi-minotaur



disappeared, and Hector got hit and sent flying backward by something .
Leon saw what happened . The creature got much faster and stronger to the
point where even Leon, with all his buffs and passive skills, barely could
follow with his eyes . A single punch had been so powerful that Hector hit the

mountain Leon was in . For a second, Leon thought he messed up again, but
when the wave of dust disappeared, he saw Hector alive . It looked like he
reacted on time and only broke half of the bones of his body .

"I guess this is it . . . "
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Hector got up to fight, but it was clear that he didn't have any chance of
winning . Besides, two people put themselves between the demi-minotaur and
Hector in order to give him some room to breathe . Those were Amanda and
Maya . Leon couldn't take any chances, that creature war stronger than
anything humanoid creature Leon had seen so far, even stronger than the
angels . He couldn't let his sister and nice die . The lesson was over .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In the end, the mana liquid only gave Leon the chance to create only ten
mithril spears, but that was enough . Before the creature could charge to
attack again, Leon used Transfer and appeared right above it . The very
moment the demi-minotaur felt his presence, was the moment the beast got
impaled from all sides by the mithril spears .

"I didn't think you could be so sneaky, Leon," Undine giggled .

Leon ignored Undine's words and just increased the power on his spears .
Although he got surprised by the piercing power of his weapons, it didn't
have been enough to kill the demi-minotaur in a single attack . However,
eventually, the creature fell dead .



Leon's actions and arrival surprised everyone . Amanda and Maya were quite

shocked since he appeared quite at a convenient time . Regardless, Leon
ignored them and started to slaughter the demi-minotaurs . Leon was causing
the fall of another race and civilization, but he ignored those facts . He was
just a single human, there were only so many things he could worry and
protect, and he wouldn't succeed in reaching his goals if he let those who
almost killed his family and friends live for long .

I guess I need to use Haste and Electric Armor . . . I just hope that idiot isnt
trying to look cool in front of his daughter . . . or descendants .

Leon activated both, and thanks to that, the speed of his mithril spears were
being created increased, but since his focus was on the battle, Leon didnt
notice the several errors he was making . But it couldnt be helped since
Hectors words echoed in his head . Although he was an idiot nine hundred
years ago, he was already respected by an entire city . It would be weird if he
didnt grow up a little bit more after such a long time .

While Leon was thinking about these things, the massive demi-minotaur
charged, but surprisingly, Hector stopped him while pressing the tip of his

lance on the creatures forehead . Despite that, his weapon only caused a small
scratch . Hector corrected his posture and then pulled back his right arm and

lance . The next moment, he moved both toward the enemy and shot a
concentrated Flamethrower, Leon decided to call that Fire Beam because it

looked exactly like that . The attack caused a massive explosion when it hit
the demi-minotaur, but Leon felt that it hadnt been enough . As expected,
when the dust disappeared, Leon saw the monster standing, and his arms
protected his vital organs .



Those bastards sure are tough . . . only a few of them had pieces of armor, but
none of them have weapons . I thought they were supposed to use axes since
they were half-minotaurs .

Some warriors approached Hector . He gave them the signal for them to fall

back . Either he wanted to keep his men alive and well, or he wants to hog all
the glory for himself . . . but Leon could only see him dying . It was quite a
common event, Leon saw that many times . . . in movies and cartoons .

Leon couldnt use Appraisal from such distance, but he was pretty sure that
Hector didnt have enough mana to shot more than five of those Fire Beams .
Unfortunately, Leon couldnt imagine Hector killing that creature even if he
manages to hit the demi-minotaur left chest five times . Unless he gets a clean
hit on the head, the beast wont die .

Efreet, what do you think? Leon asked Efreet, who was flying a few meters

above him .

That man already has Pyromancy . If I give him my blessing, he will win .
Efreet answered .

As if the creature until had fought without using any buffs, the
demi-minotaurs body became red, and then the air around it started to
vibrate . That caught everyone by surprise, even Leon . However, the next
moment, something even more surprising happened . The demi-minotaur
disappeared, and Hector got hit and sent flying backward by something .
Leon saw what happened . The creature got much faster and stronger to the
point where even Leon, with all his buffs and passive skills, barely could
follow with his eyes . A single punch had been so powerful that Hector hit the

mountain Leon was in . For a second, Leon thought he messed up again, but



when the wave of dust disappeared, he saw Hector alive . It looked like he
reacted on time and only broke half of the bones of his body .

I guess this is it . . .

Hector got up to fight, but it was clear that he didnt have any chance of
winning . Besides, two people put themselves between the demi-minotaur and
Hector in order to give him some room to breathe . Those were Amanda and
Maya . Leon couldnt take any chances, that creature war stronger than
anything humanoid creature Leon had seen so far, even stronger than the
angels . He couldnt let his sister and nice die . The lesson was over .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

In the end, the mana liquid only gave Leon the chance to create only ten
mithril spears, but that was enough . Before the creature could charge to
attack again, Leon used Transfer and appeared right above it . The very
moment the demi-minotaur felt his presence, was the moment the beast got
impaled from all sides by the mithril spears .

I didnt think you could be so sneaky, Leon, Undine giggled .

Leon ignored Undines words and just increased the power on his spears .
Although he got surprised by the piercing power of his weapons, it didnt have
been enough to kill the demi-minotaur in a single attack . However,
eventually, the creature fell dead .

Leons actions and arrival surprised everyone . Amanda and Maya were quite

shocked since he appeared quite at a convenient time . Regardless, Leon
ignored them and started to slaughter the demi-minotaurs . Leon was causing
the fall of another race and civilization, but he ignored those facts . He was
just a single human, there were only so many things he could worry and
protect, and he wouldnt succeed in reaching his goals if he let those who
almost killed his family and friends live for long .

Novel Chapter 446
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"Now I understand why they attacked with all their forces . . . attacking with
all their soldiers would actually increase their chances of success . "



A few thousand demi-minotaurs started to run from the battlefield from the

very moment the one who faced Hector died . Leon and the other soldiers
hunted them, but not for long . Leon didn't have much mana left since he
wasn't holding back and also was controlling several spears . Besides, the
human side also looked pretty beat down .

"I guess my job here is done . . . "

Leon recalled that Hector wanted to talk with him, even though he was busy
tending his wounds and identifying the fallen soldiers, Leon decided to wait
for him at the same spot where he created the metal containers . It took a few
hours for him to appear, but Leon didn't feel bothered by it since he obtained
more coins than he spent . Thanks to it, he bought more potions and let his
spirits do whatever they wanted . Regardless, Hector came not with his
soldiers, but with Amanda and Maya .

"Thank you for your help again," Hector said . "I guess I can say that you
saved my ass . "
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"No problem, given the circumstances, it couldn't be helped that I had to do
that," Leon said . "Anyway, did you learn your lesson? I can imagine how

you or anyone else is tired of fighting, but unfortunately, you nor anyone else
don't have a choice . It doesn't make any sense, but you will only find true
peace after fighting for several more hundred years . "



"Can you explain to me what you know?" Hector asked . "It is clear that
despite having lived less, you know a lot more . "

It took a while, but Leon explained to those three most of the things he knew .
However, he kept as a secret what he was doing and where he was hiding .
Leon also didn't mention in any way about Ilyana's existence . Although there
was a chance that Leon could be being observed by some harvesters, there
wasn't any other way to make Hector and the others understand the real
danger of the situation .

"I see . . . " Hector let out a long sigh . "I guess we don't have much choice .
We have been hiding for hundreds of years, and this is the fifth attack we
suffered so far . Honestly, I'm going to talk with the other survivors, but I'm
tired of moving from one place to another . I don't want to run away anymore,
and I want to return to Earth . "

"Is that so?" Leon asked . "But are you sure of that? In four hundred years,
the harvesters will come . I don't think you guys will be ready for that . "
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"Yeah," Leon said .

"Well, uh . . . "Hector hesitated . "I will try not to be a burden when the time
comes . "



Hector really changed, Leon couldn't remember a single time when he
hesitated in saying something . He wasn't someone who would act like that in
front of anyone . Although Hector wanted to leave, Amanda stepped forward
and forced a smile . She was thankful for the help, but she still didn't feel
comfortable to be around with him .

"Thank you for your help . . . brother," Amanda said .
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"You don't have to call me brother," Leon said . "Just treat me as usual, unless
you remember something . However, don't try to fool me . I will know . "

Leon got up and then turned around toward the purple crystal but then turned
around again and gave Efreet the order to give part of his powers to them . In
the end, Leon couldn't help but spoil his friends a bit . Many humans died in
that battle, Hector, Amanda, and Maya seemed to have understood that they
didn't have much freedom from that moment onward . It was fight or die .
There wasn't a third option . While Hector, Amanda, and Maya were
surprised by the notifications, they received . Leon touched the crystal .

"Well, well . . . " Undine laughed . "You don't need to feel embarrassed by
acting so nicely, Leon . "

"Unless they prove themselves to be worthy of my power, I don't intend to
give them," Celsius said . "Even if you order me . "



Leon sighed, that kind of comments were best ignored . Regardless, Leon
could have given them the power of five spirits, so just one couldn't be
considered that he was going too far . Leon wanted to do that, eventually .
But he decided that he would only do so once they show themselves that they
deserve that .

"I already helped Yuki once, and I also warned her . So, I don't think she will
do anything in case Hector and the others return to Earth . "

Leon returned to Ilyana's world, and much to his surprise, she wasn't
anywhere to be seen . She wasn't inside her castles, nor was she anyplace
around it . Her elementals were near the crystals, but they weren't moving .

"Now that is shocking . . . " Leon said .

"What is shocking?" Ilyana's asked .

Leon felt that his heart almost stopped when he heard Ilyana's voice coming
from behind . It has been a long while since he had been scared by the sudden
arrival of something . Fortunately, Leon didn't fall pathetically on the floor .
He just turned around and copied Bruce Lee's combat stance .

"That certainly is a weird combat stance . . . " Ilyana frowned . "Anyway,
sorry for startling you . I was doing some espionage work, so I couldn't drop
my guard down until now . "

Now I understand why they attacked with all their forces . . . attacking with
all their soldiers would actually increase their chances of success .



A few thousand demi-minotaurs started to run from the battlefield from the

very moment the one who faced Hector died . Leon and the other soldiers
hunted them, but not for long . Leon didnt have much mana left since he
wasnt holding back and also was controlling several spears . Besides, the
human side also looked pretty beat down .

I guess my job here is done . . .

Leon recalled that Hector wanted to talk with him, even though he was busy
tending his wounds and identifying the fallen soldiers, Leon decided to wait
for him at the same spot where he created the metal containers . It took a few
hours for him to appear, but Leon didnt feel bothered by it since he obtained
more coins than he spent . Thanks to it, he bought more potions and let his
spirits do whatever they wanted . Regardless, Hector came not with his
soldiers, but with Amanda and Maya .

Thank you for your help again, Hector said . I guess I can say that you saved
my ass .

No problem, given the circumstances, it couldnt be helped that I had to do
that, Leon said . Anyway, did you learn your lesson? I can imagine how you

or anyone else is tired of fighting, but unfortunately, you nor anyone else dont
have a choice . It doesnt make any sense, but you will only find true peace
after fighting for several more hundred years .

Can you explain to me what you know? Hector asked . It is clear that despite
having lived less, you know a lot more .

It took a while, but Leon explained to those three most of the things he knew .
However, he kept as a secret what he was doing and where he was hiding .



Leon also didnt mention in any way about Ilyanas existence . Although there
was a chance that Leon could be being observed by some harvesters, there
wasnt any other way to make Hector and the others understand the real danger
of the situation .

I see . . . Hector let out a long sigh . I guess we dont have much choice . We

have been hiding for hundreds of years, and this is the fifth attack we suffered
so far . Honestly, Im going to talk with the other survivors, but Im tired of

moving from one place to another . I dont want to run away anymore, and I
want to return to Earth .

Is that so? Leon asked . But are you sure of that? In four hundred years, the
harvesters will come . I dont think you guys will be ready for that .

Yeah, Leon said .

Well, uh . . . Hector hesitated . I will try not to be a burden when the time
comes .

Hector really changed, Leon couldnt remember a single time when he
hesitated in saying something . He wasnt someone who would act like that in
front of anyone . Although Hector wanted to leave, Amanda stepped forward
and forced a smile . She was thankful for the help, but she still didnt feel
comfortable to be around with him .

Thank you for your help . . . brother, Amanda said .

You dont have to call me brother, Leon said . Just treat me as usual, unless
you remember something . However, dont try to fool me . I will know .



Leon got up and then turned around toward the purple crystal but then turned
around again and gave Efreet the order to give part of his powers to them . In
the end, Leon couldnt help but spoil his friends a bit . Many humans died in
that battle, Hector, Amanda, and Maya seemed to have understood that they
didnt have much freedom from that moment onward . It was fight or die .
There wasnt a third option .While Hector, Amanda, and Maya were surprised
by the notifications, they received . Leon touched the crystal .

Well, well . . . Undine laughed . You dont need to feel embarrassed by acting
so nicely, Leon .

Unless they prove themselves to be worthy of my power, I dont intend to give
them, Celsius said . Even if you order me .

Leon sighed, that kind of comments were best ignored . Regardless, Leon
could have given them the power of five spirits, so just one couldnt be
considered that he was going too far . Leon wanted to do that, eventually .
But he decided that he would only do so once they show themselves that they
deserve that .

I already helped Yuki once, and I also warned her . So, I dont think she will
do anything in case Hector and the others return to Earth .

Leon returned to Ilyanas world, and much to his surprise, she wasnt anywhere
to be seen . She wasnt inside her castles, nor was she anyplace around it . Her
elementals were near the crystals, but they werent moving .

Now that is shocking . . . Leon said .

What is shocking? Ilyanas asked .



Leon felt that his heart almost stopped when he heard Ilyanas voice coming
from behind . It has been a long while since he had been scared by the sudden
arrival of something . Fortunately, Leon didnt fall pathetically on the floor .
He just turned around and copied Bruce Lees combat stance .

That certainly is a weird combat stance . . . Ilyana frowned . Anyway, sorry
for startling you . I was doing some espionage work, so I couldnt drop my
guard down until now .
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"It looked like things went well with your friends," Ilyana concluded just by
looking at Leon . "Still, I think you are spoiling them a bit too much . Giving
them the power of spirits and even saving them so fast . . . "

" . . . You can read minds and even see my past actions?" Leon frowned .
"Couldn't have you just done that when you first met me? There was no

reason to answer my questions . "

"As I said before, you can become an ally, would you trust someone who
would use such powers the very moment you meet?" Ilyana asked .

"I wouldn't trust someone who reads my memories like that, even if that
someone was my sister . . . " Leon answered .



"Now that you mention . . . that makes sense," Ilyana said, looking briefly
startled . "Sorry about that, it is a bad habit I have . It takes too much time to
collect intel by talking . "

It seemed that Ilyana's common sense was deviating since she barely had any
contact with other sentient beings . Ilyana couldn't waste much time if she
wanted to become powerful enough to kill the harvesters and the creature that
caused the fall of her planet and many others . So, that kind of thing couldn't
be helped .

"Anyway, you want Volt's intermediate fragment location, right?" Ilyana
asked . "Since you already have five spirits, you just have to find him, and he
will accept become your ally . After touching the crystal, just for a temple at
the top of the tallest mountain of that world . You can't miss it . "

"Will it be that simple?" Leon frowned .

"Yes," Ilyana nodded . "Although you are an exception since you obtained
their cooperation pretty fast . Spirits tend to attract each other and long for the
presence of their equals . Usually, the level of the spirits affect the chances of
another spirit joining your team, but considering that you already have five of
them, such a thing won't matter . Besides, Volt tends to be the spirit who
cherishes most the presence of other spirits . "

Leon nodded, that made sense considering his experience with the other Volt
he met . Still, receive his help without doing anything was convenient, but
Leon felt quite troubled by it . Without waiting if Leon wanted to ask

anything more, Ilyana teleported him to the dungeon what would lead him to

the planet where he would find Volt's intermediate fragment .



"Now that I think about it . . . it is pretty weird that a single world has a link
to other worlds that has all the six most common spirits . "

���Who cares?" Sylph said .

"You guys worry about every single detail . . . " Gnome sighed . "It is just a
coincidence . "

"Let's fight, Leon!" Efreet laughed . "Those hippogryphs didn't even work as
a warm-up . "

Leon wondered his spirits couldn't be just a little less oblivious to his
problems . Still, Undine didn't say what she thought about that, so Leon was
quite curious about her opinion .

"What do you think about this, Undine?" Leon asked .

" . . . She is sleeping," Celsius answered after a few seconds .

"Since when? Do you guys even need to sleep?" Leon frowned .

"No, we don't . But we can if we feel like it . " Celsius answered . "She has
been sleeping since you returned . "

Leon sighed, it would be much more convenient if the spirits were wiser and
serious as Leon imagined that they were . However, they resembled humans a
bit too much . Regardless, Leon touched the crystal and then found himself in
another world that had a lot of mountains . However, that one was pretty



dark . Even though Leon felt that it wasn't night, the thunderclouds were so
numerous that the sunlight was barely passing by them .

Suddenly a lightning bolt fell from the sky and hit Leon's mana armor, he
only lost five percent of his mana, but Leon was quite surprised that the scare
decreased his lifespan in a few decades .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Holy crap . . . it looks like today is the day where the will of the universe
decided to scare the crap out of me . "

Leon saw several other lightning bolts falling nearby . Maybe it was just a
coincidence, but Volt certainly found an appropriate place to stay given his
elemental nature . A few kilometers north of where he was, Leon found one
big ass mountain, and it looked like that was the mark zero of the destruction
caused by those thunderclouds . Everything Leon could see was a lifeless
wasteland . He could see signs of charcoal that once were trees that had been
hit again and again by those lightning bolts . . . yet, there was no sign of
rain .

"Again . . . another planet in which the weather doesn't make any sense . Or
perhaps I don't know anything about climatology . . . both options are very
likely . "

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

A man once said, 'Lightning never strikes the same place twice . ' Now more

than ever, Leon was sure such a man never left Earth . Regardless, even
though that was scary and not good for his heart and eardrums, Leon didn't
hurry and just left his Mana Armor protect him while he was consuming his
mithril spears using Mana-Eater .

It looked like things went well with your friends, Ilyana concluded just by
looking at Leon . Still, I think you are spoiling them a bit too much . Giving
them the power of spirits and even saving them so fast . . .

. . . You can read minds and even see my past actions? Leon frowned .
Couldnt have you just done that when you first met me? There was no reason

to answer my questions .

As I said before, you can become an ally, would you trust someone who
would use such powers the very moment you meet? Ilyana asked .

I wouldnt trust someone who reads my memories like that, even if that
someone was my sister . . . Leon answered .

Now that you mention . . . that makes sense, Ilyana said, looking briefly
startled . Sorry about that, it is a bad habit I have . It takes too much time to
collect intel by talking .

It seemed that Ilyanas common sense was deviating since she barely had any
contact with other sentient beings . Ilyana couldnt waste much time if she
wanted to become powerful enough to kill the harvesters and the creature that



caused the fall of her planet and many others . So, that kind of thing couldnt
be helped .

Anyway, you want Volts intermediate fragment location, right? Ilyana

asked . Since you already have five spirits, you just have to find him, and he
will accept become your ally . After touching the crystal, just for a temple at
the top of the tallest mountain of that world . You cant miss it .

Will it be that simple? Leon frowned .

Yes, Ilyana nodded . Although you are an exception since you obtained their
cooperation pretty fast . Spirits tend to attract each other and long for the
presence of their equals . Usually, the level of the spirits affect the chances of
another spirit joining your team, but considering that you already have five of
them, such a thing wont matter . Besides, Volt tends to be the spirit who
cherishes most the presence of other spirits .

Leon nodded, that made sense considering his experience with the other Volt
he met . Still, receive his help without doing anything was convenient, but
Leon felt quite troubled by it . Without waiting if Leon wanted to ask

anything more, Ilyana teleported him to the dungeon what would lead him to

the planet where he would find Volts intermediate fragment .

Now that I think about it . . . it is pretty weird that a single world has a link
to other worlds that has all the six most common spirits .

���Who cares? Sylph said .



You guys worry about every single detail . . . Gnome sighed . It is just a
coincidence .

Lets fight, Leon! Efreet laughed . Those hippogryphs didnt even work as a
warm-up .

Leon wondered his spirits couldnt be just a little less oblivious to his
problems . Still, Undine didnt say what she thought about that, so Leon was
quite curious about her opinion .

What do you think about this, Undine? Leon asked .

. . . She is sleeping, Celsius answered after a few seconds .

Since when? Do you guys even need to sleep? Leon frowned .

No, we dont . But we can if we feel like it . Celsius answered . She has been
sleeping since you returned .

Leon sighed, it would be much more convenient if the spirits were wiser and
serious as Leon imagined that they were . However, they resembled humans a
bit too much . Regardless, Leon touched the crystal and then found himself in
another world that had a lot of mountains . However, that one was pretty
dark . Even though Leon felt that it wasnt night, the thunderclouds were so
numerous that the sunlight was barely passing by them .

Suddenly a lightning bolt fell from the sky and hit Leons mana armor, he only
lost five percent of his mana, but Leon was quite surprised that the scare
decreased his lifespan in a few decades .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Holy crap . . . it looks like today is the day where the will of the universe
decided to scare the crap out of me .

Leon saw several other lightning bolts falling nearby . Maybe it was just a
coincidence, but Volt certainly found an appropriate place to stay given his
elemental nature . A few kilometers north of where he was, Leon found one
big ass mountain, and it looked like that was the mark zero of the destruction
caused by those thunderclouds . Everything Leon could see was a lifeless
wasteland . He could see signs of charcoal that once were trees that had been
hit again and again by those lightning bolts . . . yet, there was no sign of
rain .

Again . . . another planet in which the weather doesnt make any sense . Or
perhaps I dont know anything about climatology . . . both options are very
likely .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

A man once said, Lightning never strikes the same place twice . Now more

than ever, Leon was sure such a man never left Earth . Regardless, even
though that was scary and not good for his heart and eardrums, Leon didnt
hurry and just left his Mana Armor protect him while he was consuming his
mithril spears using Mana-Eater .
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Since Volt's temple was in the open and even was getting hit by lightning
bolts a lot, there were no walls or ceiling left, only burned rocks and a few
stubborn pillars . The altar was also fine, but it was because Volt drained the

lightning bolts before they could damage anything else .

"Hello, human," Volt said while he was lying down on the altar and watching
the thunderclouds above him . "It has been a while since I saw someone like

you . "

"Hey there . . . Another human already reached this place?" Leon frowned .

"Yes, a few," Volt nodded . "It is that surprising?"

"Just a little bit . " Leon forced a smile .

Leon wondered who the people who found that world and why the hell would
someone head to such a dangerous mountain were . Usually, no one would go
to such a place just to explore . . . it was evident that those humans knew
what was there, and they received that information from someone, possibly a
harvester .

"I guess even though Ilyana is powerful, she can't monitor every single place
connected to her world . "



"Obviously, she is just a single sentient being, not a god," Celsius said .

Little by little, Leon was confirming that the thing Celsius liked to do was to
make him hear her sharp remarks . She always said things that were kind of
obvious, but Celsius liked to say that in order to make Leon feel stupid for not
recognizing that fast .
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"So . . . uh, I have come to ask for your cooperation," Leon said . "Can I count
on your help?"

"Sure, you arrived at this place, after all," Volt nodded . "I don't think I could
test you even more than those lightning bolts . . . Besides, it has been a long
while since I talked or saw another spirit . I think it will be pretty comfortable
inside of you . "

Leon frowned after hearing that, Volt's choice of words was weird, but Leon
decided to stay quiet about it . Although the world looked like it was perfect
for him, Volt didn't hesitate in turning into a sphere or purple light and being
absorbed by Leon's body . It wasn't that surprising since that world looked
rather desolate, after all .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Volt's Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Blessing has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Hello, everyone," Volt greeted the other spirits, and Leon imagined him
bowing slightly . "I hope we can get along together . "

"Heya," Sylph said . "Just don't get too close, okay . I don't want to be
electrocuted .



"It's getting tight here again . . . " Celsius protested .
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Before anyone could do that, Leon used all his status points and increased his
mana . He also had another idea in order to increase his mana even further .

"Thanks for your help, Volt," Leon said . "I'm counting on you . . . by the way,
can you still absorb those lightning bolts and prevent them from hitting me?"

"Yes, I can turn into my power again or convert them into mana," Volt
answered . "What do you wish for me to do?"

"You can use them to get strong," Leon said . "I will solve the problem of

mana . "

"As you command . " Volt nodded .

After Leon summoned Volt, he started to fly a bit higher in order to attract all
lightning bolts . It didn't take long for him to get hit, and Leon obtained some
notifications .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Volt's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Summon Volt's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Volt's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon forgot about that, but it made sense that the spirits could absorb things
that were made from their elements . Leon should have trained Undine and
Celsius in their worlds . . . but he couldn't imagine just being underwater or
under snowstorm would make them level up . It would be like cheating . . .
most likely, they could only absorb things that had mana . However, it was
also hard to imagine that the things that didn't have it could wound them .

Since Leon was solving two problems at the same time, he wasn't in a hurry
to leave that world . So, he just walked for several kilometers . In just a few
hours, Volt reached level fifty, and Leon only had to use mana to keep him
materialized since his Thunder absorption was a passive skill .

"This actually might be quite useful . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "Hey,
Efreet . Do you think you can get strong fast like that if you stay near the
flames of a powerful monster or even if you swim in a river of magma?"

"Yes, if mana is being spent to keep the flames of the magma active, then that
is possible . " Efreet said . "But if you act without being careful, I will become
powerful enough to defeat you . Bahahaha!"



That could be troublesome, but since he would obtain status points, the more
Efreet levels up, he doubted that he would get stronger than Leon . That
would only be possible if he finds another fragment, and Efreet absorbs it .
Leon didn't ask that to any of the spirits or even Ilyana, but it was possible
that they would get stronger even if Leon finds other lesser or intermediate
spirits . However, Leon decided to do that other day . . . he was already tired
of the side quests had to give him .

Since Volts temple was in the open and even was getting hit by lightning bolts
a lot, there were no walls or ceiling left, only burned rocks and a few
stubborn pillars . The altar was also fine, but it was because Volt drained the

lightning bolts before they could damage anything else .

Hello, human, Volt said while he was lying down on the altar and watching
the thunderclouds above him . It has been a while since I saw someone like

you .

Hey there . . . Another human already reached this place? Leon frowned .

Yes, a few, Volt nodded . It is that surprising?

Just a little bit . Leon forced a smile .

Leon wondered who the people who found that world and why the hell would
someone head to such a dangerous mountain were . Usually, no one would go
to such a place just to explore . . . it was evident that those humans knew
what was there, and they received that information from someone, possibly a
harvester .



I guess even though Ilyana is powerful, she cant monitor every single place
connected to her world .

Obviously, she is just a single sentient being, not a god, Celsius said .

Little by little, Leon was confirming that the thing Celsius liked to do was to
make him hear her sharp remarks . She always said things that were kind of
obvious, but Celsius liked to say that in order to make Leon feel stupid for not
recognizing that fast .

So . . . uh, I have come to ask for your cooperation, Leon said . Can I count
on your help?

Sure, you arrived at this place, after all, Volt nodded . I dont think I could test
you even more than those lightning bolts . . . Besides, it has been a long while
since I talked or saw another spirit . I think it will be pretty comfortable inside
of you .

Leon frowned after hearing that, Volts choice of words was weird, but Leon
decided to stay quiet about it . Although the world looked like it was perfect
for him, Volt didnt hesitate in turning into a sphere or purple light and being
absorbed by Leons body . It wasnt that surprising since that world looked
rather desolate, after all .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Volts Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hello, everyone, Volt greeted the other spirits, and Leon imagined him
bowing slightly . I hope we can get along together .

Heya, Sylph said . Just dont get too close, okay . I dont want to be
electrocuted .

Its getting tight here again . . . Celsius protested .

Before anyone could do that, Leon used all his status points and increased his
mana . He also had another idea in order to increase his mana even further .



Thanks for your help, Volt, Leon said . Im counting on you . . . by the way,
can you still absorb those lightning bolts and prevent them from hitting me?

Yes, I can turn into my power again or convert them into mana, Volt
answered . What do you wish for me to do?

You can use them to get strong, Leon said . I will solve the problem of

mana .

As you command . Volt nodded .

After Leon summoned Volt, he started to fly a bit higher in order to attract all
lightning bolts . It didnt take long for him to get hit, and Leon obtained some
notifications .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Volts Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Volts Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Volts Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

Leon forgot about that, but it made sense that the spirits could absorb things
that were made from their elements . Leon should have trained Undine and
Celsius in their worlds . . . but he couldnt imagine just being underwater or
under snowstorm would make them level up . It would be like cheating . . .
most likely, they could only absorb things that had mana . However, it was
also hard to imagine that the things that didnt have it could wound them .

Since Leon was solving two problems at the same time, he wasnt in a hurry to
leave that world . So, he just walked for several kilometers . In just a few
hours, Volt reached level fifty, and Leon only had to use mana to keep him
materialized since his Thunder absorption was a passive skill .

This actually might be quite useful . . . Leon rubbed his chin . Hey, Efreet .
Do you think you can get strong fast like that if you stay near the flames of a
powerful monster or even if you swim in a river of magma?

Yes, if mana is being spent to keep the flames of the magma active, then that
is possible . Efreet said . But if you act without being careful, I will become
powerful enough to defeat you . Bahahaha!

That could be troublesome, but since he would obtain status points, the more
Efreet levels up, he doubted that he would get stronger than Leon . That
would only be possible if he finds another fragment, and Efreet absorbs it .
Leon didnt ask that to any of the spirits or even Ilyana, but it was possible that
they would get stronger even if Leon finds other lesser or intermediate
spirits . However, Leon decided to do that other day . . . he was already tired
of the side quests had to give him .
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"You have come at a good time," Ilyana said . "Kill those creatures . Their
level is too low, and the inhabitants may frown if they look at them and notice

how weak they are . "

"What happened to the elementals?" Leon asked . "I also thought you
wouldn't create living creatures . "

"They aren't living beings," Ilyana frowned . "Ghost-Swords are born when
the swords absorb too much monster blood, and their wielders die full of
regrets . They aren't much different from my elementals . "

"How can you create such monsters without regrets and the monster's blood?"
Leon asked .

"Mana can create anything, as long as you have a clear understanding of that
thing you want to create," Ilyana said . "About the elementals . . . that skill
already reached level max, so I decided to train others . "

"How come the skill reached the level max, but the elementals only were level
three hundred?" Leon frowned again .

"I can decrease the power of the things I create . . . " Ilyana looked at Leon as
if he just said something pretty stupid . "Can't you choose how much heavy

your mithril spears were?"



Leon nodded, but he didn't feel like creating a weapon, and a monster was the
same thing . He also couldn't even imagine how mana could emulate the

feelings of regret of someone . . . Regardless, even though Ilyana could
control the level of the monsters she created, she couldn't just raise their
levels if the level of the summoning skill was low .

"Just make your monsters move toward my plantation," Leon said . "I will ask
my spirits to attack your creatures . "

"All right," Ilyana said .

That would be a good chance for Leon to train his spirits and even think while
he harvests the blue angel leaves and creates the mana liquid .

"Sylph, Celsius, Efreet, Gnome, Undine, Volt . " Leon summoned them and

then started to harvester the blue angel leaves . "You guys can attack Ilyana's
ghost swords as you see fit . "

"Hell yeah!" Efreet said, on fire . "It is time for a death battle!"

"We should get away from each other, or our attacks will nullify each other,"
Celsius said .

Ilyana just started to practice that summoning skill for a few hours, but a
horde of those monsters was already moving toward Leon and his spirits .
While Leon was trying to recover his mana faster than his spirits were
spending, things got really noisy since they got stronger, and their spells
could cause a lot of damage in a large area .



"Mmm . . . now that I think about it, I don't have to harvester those leaves .
I can just absorb the mana of the ghost-swords . "

Regardless, even though Leon was working fast, he couldn't recover his mana
faster than six spirits could consume . Thanks to that, the horde of
ghost-swords didn't stop coming . . . in fact, they were waiting in line for
their turn to be destroyed .

"Although it is convenient to use my spirits to fight for me since they can take
their own actions, I can't level up skills like Fire Creation or transformation .
Because I'm not the one creating it . . . Fortunately, skills like Geomancy and
Cryomancy can level up . "

The logic behind it was weird, but it didn't take long before Leon could
understand it . It was because part of the spirits' bodies was made of that
element, and since Leon's mana was being used to keep them materialized, it
made sense that Pyromancy could level up while Efreet was summoned . It
would be more efficient if they don't use too much mana when they attack,
but Leon knew that it was impossible that things could be so convenient .

"It doesn't look like Ilyana has any intention of stop sending her minions . . .
fortunately, I'm also obtaining some coins, then this can be counted like
a . . . . wait a minute, why I can obtain coins?"

"Didn't you know? "Celsius asked, surprised . "You can obtain coins from
every creature that you kill that has mana . If that creature were created or
summoned by someone, the killer would obtain coins, even if the creature
doesn't have . "



"Although you complain a lot, you always answer his questions, Celsius,"
Undine smirked .

"What are you trying to imply?" Celsius frowned .

Leon was about to say less talking and more working, but he couldn't say that
to his spirits, they weren't his workers, after all . Besides, he was the one who
started the conversation . Regardless, that was very strange because it was
evident that two summoners could grow a lot stronger, just making their
minions fight against each other, and now he discovered they could obtain

coins . . . that system was becoming weirder and weirder .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 13719 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 7850+

Endurance: 512 +



Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 292,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Pyromancy Lv 230, Geomancy Lv 230, Electromancy Lv
321, Cryomancy Lv 200, Aeromancy Lv 80, Summon Sylph's Fragment
Lv 110, Summon Celsius' Fragment Lv 100, Summon Efreet's Fragment Lv
90, Hydromancy Lv 70, Summon Undine's Fragment Lv 90, Earth Armor
Lv 25, Summon Gnome's Fragment Lv 80, Summon Volt's Fragment Lv
80,

Passive Skills: Farming Lv 182, Alchemy Lv 153, Thunder Resistance Lv
300, Fire Blessing Lv 220, Earth Blessing Lv 270, Lion's Pride Lv 300,
Thunder Blessing Lv 311, Wind Blessing Lv 80, Ice Blessing Lv 80, Water

Blessing Lv 80,



You have come at a good time, Ilyana said . Kill those creatures . Their level
is too low, and the inhabitants may frown if they look at them and notice how

weak they are .

What happened to the elementals? Leon asked . I also thought you wouldnt
create living creatures .

They arent living beings, Ilyana frowned . Ghost-Swords are born when the
swords absorb too much monster blood, and their wielders die full of regrets .
They arent much different from my elementals .

How can you create such monsters without regrets and the monsters blood?
Leon asked .

Mana can create anything, as long as you have a clear understanding of that
thing you want to create, Ilyana said . About the elementals . . . that skill
already reached level max, so I decided to train others .

How come the skill reached the level max, but the elementals only were level
three hundred? Leon frowned again .

I can decrease the power of the things I create . . . Ilyana looked at Leon as if
he just said something pretty stupid . Cant you choose how much heavy your

mithril spears were?

Leon nodded, but he didnt feel like creating a weapon, and a monster was the
same thing . He also couldnt even imagine how mana could emulate the

feelings of regret of someone . . . Regardless, even though Ilyana could



control the level of the monsters she created, she couldnt just raise their levels
if the level of the summoning skill was low .

Just make your monsters move toward my plantation, Leon said . I will ask
my spirits to attack your creatures .

All right, Ilyana said .

That would be a good chance for Leon to train his spirits and even think while
he harvests the blue angel leaves and creates the mana liquid .

Sylph, Celsius, Efreet, Gnome, Undine, Volt . Leon summoned them and

then started to harvester the blue angel leaves . You guys can attack Ilyanas
ghost swords as you see fit .

Hell yeah! Efreet said, on fire . It is time for a death battle!

We should get away from each other, or our attacks will nullify each other,
Celsius said .

Ilyana just started to practice that summoning skill for a few hours, but a
horde of those monsters was already moving toward Leon and his spirits .
While Leon was trying to recover his mana faster than his spirits were
spending, things got really noisy since they got stronger, and their spells
could cause a lot of damage in a large area .

Mmm . . . now that I think about it, I dont have to harvester those leaves . I
can just absorb the mana of the ghost-swords .



Regardless, even though Leon was working fast, he couldnt recover his mana
faster than six spirits could consume . Thanks to that, the horde of
ghost-swords didnt stop coming . . . in fact, they were waiting in line for their
turn to be destroyed .

Although it is convenient to use my spirits to fight for me since they can take
their own actions, I cant level up skills like Fire Creation or transformation .
Because Im not the one creating it . . . Fortunately, skills like Geomancy and
Cryomancy can level up .

The logic behind it was weird, but it didnt take long before Leon could
understand it . It was because part of the spirits bodies was made of that
element, and since Leons mana was being used to keep them materialized, it
made sense that Pyromancy could level up while Efreet was summoned . It
would be more efficient if they dont use too much mana when they attack, but
Leon knew that it was impossible that things could be so convenient .

It doesnt look like Ilyana has any intention of stop sending her minions . . .
fortunately, Im also obtaining some coins, then this can be counted like
a . . . . wait a minute, why I can obtain coins?

Didnt you know? Celsius asked, surprised . You can obtain coins from every

creature that you kill that has mana . If that creature were created or
summoned by someone, the killer would obtain coins, even if the creature
doesnt have .

Although you complain a lot, you always answer his questions, Celsius,
Undine smirked .

What are you trying to imply? Celsius frowned .



Leon was about to say less talking and more working, but he couldnt say that
to his spirits, they werent his workers, after all . Besides, he was the one who
started the conversation . Regardless, that was very strange because it was
evident that two summoners could grow a lot stronger, just making their
minions fight against each other, and now he discovered they could obtain

coins . . . that system was becoming weirder and weirder .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 13719 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 7850+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +



Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 292,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Pyromancy Lv 230, Geomancy Lv 230, Electromancy Lv
321, Cryomancy Lv 200, Aeromancy Lv 80, Summon Sylphs Fragment Lv
110, Summon Celsius Fragment Lv 100, Summon Efreets Fragment Lv 90,
Hydromancy Lv 70, Summon Undines Fragment Lv 90, Earth Armor Lv 25,
Summon Gnomes Fragment Lv 80, Summon Volts Fragment Lv 80,

Passive Skills: Farming Lv 182, Alchemy Lv 153, Thunder Resistance Lv
300, Fire Blessing Lv 220, Earth Blessing Lv 270, Lions Pride Lv 300,
Thunder Blessing Lv 311, Wind Blessing Lv 80, Ice Blessing Lv 80, Water

Blessing Lv 80,
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Chapter 450: 450

"Well, I guess you guys can take a break now," Leon said to his spirits .



They wanted to be strong again, but working like mules wasn't the best way
to do that . Regardless, Leon headed toward Ilyana's castle .

"Thanks for the help," Ilyana said when Leon approached . "Thanks to you,
my new summons reached level three hundred one day faster than they would
be without fighting . "

Leon frowned, it looked like Ilyana was making fun of him, but he couldn't
see that on her face . He studied her for a few seconds, but she only tilted her
head in confusion because Leon avoided staring at her for long .

" . . . So, the summons can get stronger just by fighting?" Leon asked . "They
kind of remind me of the spirits . "

"Every creature can grow stronger by fighting against other beings that have

mana," Ilyana explained .
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"Why don't you make your monsters fight against each other?" Leon asked .

"That is the sole exception of that rule," Ilyana said .

It made sense, or that kind of skill would be way too overpowered . Leon
recalled his grim reaper scythe, and he also recalled that he didn't see any
living being so far capable of summoning other beings . . . except for the grim



reaper he fought against . It was evident that summoning was way more
advanced than basic elemental magic .

"Wouldn't it be easier for us if I also learn how to create monsters?" Leon
asked .

"You will need to increase your control up to five hundred to create slimes,"
Ilyana smiled as if that had been a good joke . "I don't think slimes will help
me all that much . "

Now Leon felt the sarcasm on her voice . Still, he would have done worse in
her position, so he didn't complain . Besides, he was shocked at that crazy
fact . . . to learn how to create slimes . He would have to have five hundred
points in control . . . how much would he need to create something like a

golem?
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"You can relax, you can create powerful things with low control," Ilyana
said . "To create basic golems, you will need fifteen hundred points in
control . "

"I don't think someone who had fifteen hundred points in control, actually has
low control . . . " Leon frowned . "With so much control, I would be able to
use Telekinesis on dozens of plants and harvester their leaves at the same
time . "



"Yeah . . . still, that is a problem," Leon said . "Although it would be fun to
create even slimes, I still want to learn teleport, but I also need to increase my
mana . The spirits said that things are crowded inside of me . . . Even though
I want to avoid using that kind of sentence . "

"To learn teleportation, you will need ten thousand points in intelligence and
five thousand in control," Ilyana explained . "So, are you free of one of your
worries now?"

Leon now more than ever was certain that Ilyana needed to practice her
conversation skills, she said something like that with a straight face, but Leon
could only imagine her making fun of him . . . Regardless, the system was

strange .Why would he needed three times more control to learn Teleport the

same amount he needed to summon a simple golem .
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"That kind of thing can't be solved using a tome?" Leon asked .

"I said that you need those status considering that you would learn the skill
using a tome," Ilyana frowned . "You learned your skills so far using your
mana forcefully . To learn Teleport that way, you will need fifty thousand
points in intelligence . "

Leon was starting to wonder if having someone so much knowledge was
useful or just depressing . Most of the time, Ilyana was making him feel

depressed and shocked by the things she knew, after all .



"So, do you already know what you are going to do next?" Ilyana asked .
"Obtaining the power of the remaining three spirits won't be easy . You need
to get stronger before trying that . "

"I was thinking about learning how to absorb mana from the environment and

from my enemies at a certain distance," Leon said . "However, considering the
things, you said . . . "

"Yes, you will need fifteen thousand points in intelligence and five thousand
in control to learn that," Ilyana said . "If you decide to accept the tome I create,
that is . "

Leon didn't want that . He only accepted the tome of Eyes of the Truth
because he wanted to prevent many deaths . Until now, he learned every
single of his best weapons alone and after countless hours of practice . . . and
he wouldn't change his ways just for the sake of convenience .

"Nah, it is fine," Leon said . "It is not like I desperately need that skill right
now . Since I will have to increase my control, my Telekinesis will improve,
and the speed of creating mana liquid will also increase . So, it is fine . "

"You are so prideful . . . " Ilyana let out a long sigh . "Well, it is your choice .
However, I can still help you to obtain status points fast, and you will still be
satisfied with your own efforts . "

" . . . How?" Leon frowned .

"I just have to half-kill you with my elemental spells," Ilyana said as if it was
a matter of fact .



Well, I guess you guys can take a break now, Leon said to his spirits .

They wanted to be strong again, but working like mules wasnt the best way to
do that . Regardless, Leon headed toward Ilyanas castle .

Thanks for the help, Ilyana said when Leon approached . Thanks to you, my
new summons reached level three hundred one day faster than they would be
without fighting .

Leon frowned, it looked like Ilyana was making fun of him, but he couldnt
see that on her face . He studied her for a few seconds, but she only tilted her
head in confusion because Leon avoided staring at her for long .

. . . So, the summons can get stronger just by fighting? Leon asked . They
kind of remind me of the spirits .

Every creature can grow stronger by fighting against other beings that have
mana, Ilyana explained .

Why dont you make your monsters fight against each other? Leon asked .

That is the sole exception of that rule, Ilyana said .

It made sense, or that kind of skill would be way too overpowered . Leon
recalled his grim reaper scythe, and he also recalled that he didnt see any
living being so far capable of summoning other beings . . . except for the grim
reaper he fought against . It was evident that summoning was way more
advanced than basic elemental magic .



Wouldnt it be easier for us if I also learn how to create monsters? Leon

asked .

You will need to increase your control up to five hundred to create slimes,
Ilyana smiled as if that had been a good joke . I dont think slimes will help me
all that much .

Now Leon felt the sarcasm on her voice . Still, he would have done worse in
her position, so he didnt complain . Besides, he was shocked at that crazy
fact . . . to learn how to create slimes . He would have to have five hundred
points in control . . . how much would he need to create something like a

golem?

You can relax, you can create powerful things with low control, Ilyana said .
To create basic golems, you will need fifteen hundred points in control .

I dont think someone who had fifteen hundred points in control, actually has
low control . . . Leon frowned .With so much control, I would be able to use
Telekinesis on dozens of plants and harvester their leaves at the same time .

Yeah . . . still, that is a problem, Leon said . Although it would be fun to
create even slimes, I still want to learn teleport, but I also need to increase my
mana . The spirits said that things are crowded inside of me . . . Even though
I want to avoid using that kind of sentence .

To learn teleportation, you will need ten thousand points in intelligence and
five thousand in control, Ilyana explained . So, are you free of one of your
worries now?



Leon now more than ever was certain that Ilyana needed to practice her
conversation skills, she said something like that with a straight face, but Leon
could only imagine her making fun of him . . . Regardless, the system was

strange .Why would he needed three times more control to learn Teleport the

same amount he needed to summon a simple golem .

That kind of thing cant be solved using a tome? Leon asked .

I said that you need those status considering that you would learn the skill
using a tome, Ilyana frowned . You learned your skills so far using your mana
forcefully . To learn Teleport that way, you will need fifty thousand points in
intelligence .

Leon was starting to wonder if having someone so much knowledge was
useful or just depressing . Most of the time, Ilyana was making him feel

depressed and shocked by the things she knew, after all .

So, do you already know what you are going to do next? Ilyana asked .
Obtaining the power of the remaining three spirits wont be easy . You need to
get stronger before trying that .

I was thinking about learning how to absorb mana from the environment and
from my enemies at a certain distance, Leon said . However, considering the
things, you said . . .

Yes, you will need fifteen thousand points in intelligence and five thousand in
control to learn that, Ilyana said . If you decide to accept the tome I create,
that is .



Leon didnt want that . He only accepted the tome of Eyes of the Truth
because he wanted to prevent many deaths . Until now, he learned every
single of his best weapons alone and after countless hours of practice . . . and
he wouldnt change his ways just for the sake of convenience .

Nah, it is fine, Leon said . It is not like I desperately need that skill right
now . Since I will have to increase my control, my Telekinesis will improve,
and the speed of creating mana liquid will also increase . So, it is fine .

You are so prideful . . . Ilyana let out a long sigh . Well, it is your choice .
However, I can still help you to obtain status points fast, and you will still be
satisfied with your own efforts .

. . . How? Leon frowned .

I just have to half-kill you with my elemental spells, Ilyana said as if it was a
matter of fact .
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